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Unexpected surprises that I loved: Airport pick-up, loaner car service, RV starter kit, lots of
smiles and helpful information. Thank you. From the first time buyer to the life time enthusiast
to everyone in between, the Coachman Mirada and new Coachmen Mirada Select has a little
something for everyone. This coach comes with a long list of standard features and some great
optional ones as well. No matter what you are looking for, you likely find it here in the
Coachmen Flagship class A gas models. With its stellar looks, it will be hard to look away from
the Coachman Mirada line-up. From the available colored fiberglass with partial paint and vinyl
graphics to the available crowned and laminated fiberglass roof, and all the way down to the
rear mud flaps, this is one good looking motor coach. The interior pulls its weight with a choice
of wood color selections as well as available antique nickel hardware and Corian kitchen
countertop. No matter where you look, you are going to like what you see in this coach. Comfort
doesn't simply come in the form of soft sofas and beds, although the Coachman Mirada and
Mirada Select have both. Comfort also comes with having automatic leveling jacks and the right
air conditioners. In most cases, two units featuring Coachmen's Even-Cool duct work. Speaking
of comfort, do take the time to sit back and enjoy the large TV in the living room as well as the
optional TV in the bedroom. Additional features may include: Ball bearing drawer guides
throughout, L-shaped sofa lounge, High rise kitchen faucet. When you make the decision to
spend your time in a motor coach, you want to ensure you select the right one for you and your
family. Time has shown that you can't go wrong with the Coachman RV, who has been making
iconic motorhome brand names since More about the Coachmen Mirada as of MY. The 35KB
with U-shaped dinette and sofa with dual dinette tables, a residential refrigerator, king sized bed
and exterior entertainment center and kitchen complete with outside sink, refrigerator and grill
and the all new 35BH Bunk House RV which is sure to become a family favorite here at Motor
Home Specialist. The 35BH Mirada floor plan is unique because it combines our two most
popular floor plans by not only featuring hallway bunk beds, but is also a bath and a half model.
The 35BH is also now available with a stainless steel appliance package that includes a
residential size microwave, 3-burner range and oven and is highlighted by the large residential
sized refrigerator, Now couple all of these floor plan and feature benefits with the look, style and
build of a Coachmen RV along with the incomparable savings found at Motor Home Specialist
and the new Mirada just might be the right RV for you. Take a look at Mirada's incredible new
front fiberglass cap with progressive styled headlamps with LED HALO and accent lighting, LED
running lights and a huge one piece windshield with Coachmen's exclusive "Site Rite" dash that
angles downward to provide a clear unobstructed view of the road. The back-up camera not
only makes parking a breeze, but it's great to use just about any time you're driving. It makes it
nice to be able to see the traffic coming up from behind you, as well as keep a close eye on your
tow vehicle or trailer if your pulling something. These cameras can also be used for security
purposes while you're camping. About the only thing you can't see from the driver's seat of the
Mirada is what everyone else is admiring when you pass them bye. Take a look at Mirada's
incredible new colored sidewall and partial paint package for This new option is incredibly
popular and gives the new model Mirada a full body paint look at a fraction of the cost. But as
beautiful as the exterior is it's what is behind the stripes that really separates the Mirada from
its competition. The Mirada is built using the Azdel SuperLite composite side walls. Other
products are built using traditional wood sheet sidewalls. The problem with wood is that it can
absorb and retain moisture which will grow heavier over time and can ultimately cause wall
separation or worse yet even mold. But no home is solid unless it is built on a strong
foundation. And Coachmen RV provides that very thing. Every Mirada floor plan is a true full
basement model and every basement is constructed using steel. The Mirada basement storage
is further highlighted by this sheet of galvanized steel flooring creating a much stronger
foundation and will help prevent pests or rodents from getting inside the unit. The Mirada 35BH
model boast an incredible amount of exterior storage including several large pass through
storage areas. You'll also find Ozite carpeting that helps protect and sound deaden each bay.
The bay doors are side swing, feature a set of opposing bay doors for extra large items and
ease of access and utilize slam latches for a superior door seal. It rides on a 22, lb Ford chassis
and is powered by a 6. This is subject to change and may be floor plan and even model year
specific. Like every option or feature mentioned in this write-up, verify before purchase and
OEMs and manufacturers can change anything including, but no limited to standard or even
optional equipment. Even the Utilities bay in the Mirada is incredibly well appointed. The Mirada
even has an exterior shower that really comes in handy for beach trips or washing the dog.
Seatbelts can be found in the sofa as well as the booth dinette, and because the booth has
seatbelts on both sides it's perfect for both a forward or rear facing child seat. And check out
the family friendly cup holders in the sofa and booth helping keep the kids drinks out of the

floor when traveling. You will also find two wood selections for models including the darker
Spiced Maple and the all new Honey Glazed Maple. The kitchen is also incredibly well designed
and appointed perfect for the RV lifestyle! Take a look at the deep overhead cabinet space as
well as all the deep kitchen drawers with full extension heavy duty drawer glides. You'll also
find two slide-out large pantries and beautiful solid surface counter tops and tile backsplashes.
The kitchen also features a high arched faucet fixture, large sinks basins and solid surface sink
covers as well as the beautiful stainless steel appliance package we mentioned earlier. The
forward facing design makes it possible to utilize the two front captain's chairs, the sofa and
dinette areas when you're watching TV. The Mirada utilizes Coachmen's exclusive Even-Cool air
conditioning system. The inner ductwork is heavily insulated and uses radiused corners to
provide maximum cooling efficiency. The Mirada also has beautiful new cornice boards with
matching fabrics as well as pull down day shades and black out night shades. The half bath
feature in the 35BH model provides plenty of cabinet and counter space and is incredibly
popular for couples and families alike. The master bath provides even more cabinet and counter
space and is located in the very back of the motor home. This allows for maximum privacy and
complete access to the master bedroom even when someone taking a shower. The master
bedroom in the 35BH may also feature dual wardrobe closets, a chest of drawers, these deep
overhead storage cabinets above the bed, nightstands with outlets on both sides, and a queen
sized bed, that even lifts up to reveal another huge storage area perfect for additional bedding
and blankets. The bedroom also features this extra large LED bedroom TV that opens up to
reveal yet another large hidden storage area in select models. And let's not forget about the
hallway bunks in the 35BH floor plan. The bunks themselves feature privacy shades, large TVs
and much more. Something else really cool about the Mirada's bunk bed design is that if you
don't need the top bunk it easily folds up flush to the wall allowing this area to be used instead
as a huge rear wardrobe closet. And I think you will really like what you might see once you get
behind the wheel. Coachmen RVs origins date all the way back to Recently they became part of
Forest River and the world famous Berkshire Hathaway group. Berkshire Hathaway's current list
of companies include some of the most well know in the world. Manufacturers options, features,
colors, etc. For the latest information be sure to check with your salesman and or the coach
manufacturer and verify before purchase. We're sorry. Motor Home Specialist. Now Hiring Get
Financing! Shop by Brand. Shop by Type. Shop by Price. Custom Search. Trade In. Sell Your
RV. Spotlight RVs. Diesel Pushers. Class A Gas. Super C. Sprinter Diesels. Class B. Travel
Trailers. Toy Haulers. Bunk Models. Contact Us. Now Hiring. View All Inventory. View All New
RVs. View All Used RVs. Coachmen Mirada. Read More Reviews. Floor Plans. The Mirada comes
with a suite of standard features that offer better comfort and more style than ever before.
Select filters below and then click the Filter Results button to remove non-matching Floorplans
and their Specifications. It includes all weights, inclusive of all fluids, cargo, optional equipment
and accessories. Actual GCWR of this vehicle may be limited by the sum of the GVWR and the
installed hitch receiver maximum capacity rating; see hitch rating label for detail. GAWR Gross
Axle Weight Rating - is the maximum permissible weight, including cargo, fl uids, optional
equipment and accessories that can be safely supported by each axle. The UVW does not
include cargo, fresh potable water, additional optional equipment or dealer installed
accessories. Available CCC should accommodate fresh potable water 8. Before fi lling the fresh
water tank, empty the black and gray tanks to provide for more cargo capacity. Each Coachmen
RV is weighed at the manufacturing facility prior to shipping. A label identifying the unloaded
vehicle weight of the actual unit and the cargo carrying capacity is applied to every Coachmen
RV prior to leaving our facilities. The load capacity of your unit is designated by weight, not by
volume, so you cannot necessarily use all available space when loading your unit. Please refer
to the Operator's Manual of your vehicle for further towing information. May Show Optional
Features. The Mirada is equipped with optional power theater seating that has heat, massage,
light and recline functions. Built from stainless steel and porcelain, the bathroom is both
appealingly designed and super-easy to clean. Slide Outs? Bunk Beds? Outside Kitchen?
Floorplans Print. Mirada X. Specifications Print. Specifications Definitions. Interior Equipment.
Bath and Water. Ford F53 Chassis 7. Videos Some videos may show features or options not
available on all products. Contact our service representatives or your local dealer if you have
questions about how your specific RV operates. Class A Gas - New for Coachmen Insider Class A Construction. Azdel Coachmen Exclusive. Azdel Onboard Composite Sidewall Panels.
Coachmen Class A: New for Literature Mail Me A Brochure. Paint Codes Please enter a valid
Email. Phone Number:. Submit Submit. No Preference. Coachmen makes this possible with their
Mirada Class A Motorhome. Whether you are a new RVer motorhome buyer or an experienced
RVer, the Mirada is designed to delight you with practical and usable floorplan designs, great
eye appeal and the practical innovations and features that any experienced motorhome user

appreciates. A representative has been notified and will be with you shortly. Close Close.
Complete this form and we'll contact you with our wholesale price. Bunk Over Cab , Outdoor
Kitchen , 30 ft 7 in in length , sleeps up to 6 , 1 slides , many colors Bunk Over Cab , Outdoor
Entertainment , sleeps up to 5 , 3 slides , many colors Bunk Over Cab , Outdoor Kitchen , sleeps
up to 6 , 1 slides , many colors Bunk Over Cab , Outdoor Kitchen , 34 ft 10 in in length , sleeps
up to 7 , 1 slides , many colors Bunk Over Cab , Bunkhouse , 36 ft 10 in in length , sleeps up to 8
, 2 slides , many colors Bunk Over Cab , Bunkhouse , 36 ft 10 in in length , sleeps up to 7 , 2
slides , many colors Bunk Over Cab , Bath and a Half , 36 ft 10 in in length , sleeps up to 6 , 2
slides , many colors Bunk Over Cab , Outdoor Entertainment , 36 ft 10 in in length , sleeps up to
6 , 2 slides , many colors All warranty info is typically reserved for new units and is subject to
specific terms and conditions. See us for more details. Once you become a Coachmen owner,
we are committed to enhancing your Coachmen RV ownership and lifestyle experienceâ€¦
creating friends for life and memories that will last a lifetime. At Coachmen you will find a rich
history of commitment from our Team Members. This commitment extends to our owners and in
the pride we have for our brand. The close relationship that we share with our owners and our
dealers is a quality that others have been trying to mimic over our 50 year history. Our goals
and principles remain well in focus. Premier RV Supercenters Natio
shanks lawn equipment
2002 polaris scrambler 90
b16 transmission diagram
nwide. Have a question? Stock or Model. OR , search RVs your vehicle can tow! Ask a
Question. Confirmation Close. Postal Code. Show: 24 48 72 Motor Home Class A. Stock Ocala,
FL. Sleeps 7 2 Slides. Bunk Over Cab Bunkhouse View Floorplan. Compare Compare.
Richmond, VA. Sleeps 7 1 Slides. Bunk Over Cab Outdoor Kitchen Tampa, FL. North Canton,
OH. Sleeps 6 2 Slides. Bunk Over Cab Bath and a Half Bunk Over Cab Outdoor Entertainment
Jacksonville, FL. Sleeps 6 1 Slides. Wixom, MI. Online Distribution Center. Showing 1 - 52 of Cell
Home Work. It's ok to contact me about future discounts and events. Easily unsubscribe at any
time. Zip Code GO. Contact Us. How Can We Help? All standard features and specifications are
subject to change. We do create customers for life. Tell us about the RV you currently own:.
Condition Choose Poor Good Excellent. Other Comments Anything else we should consider?
Tell us about the RV you're looking for:. Contact Information:. Contact me about discounts and
events.

